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Nuclear Security Index 2023 Report:
According to the report of the Nuclear Security Index 2023, Pakistan has
achieved a notable ranking in terms of its nuclear security efforts. It ranks on the
19th this year 2023. The index, created by an international organization,
evaluates the status of global nuclear security based on various criteria and
benchmarks.

Pakistan’s Improved Ranking in the
Nuclear Security Index 2023
The realm of nuclear security is a matter of paramount importance in today’s
world, where the responsible handling of nuclear materials and facilities is vital
to global stability. The Nuclear Security Index 2023, issued by an esteemed
nuclear watchdog, stands as a comprehensive assessment that evaluates
countries’ efforts in ensuring nuclear security. Within this assessment, Pakistan
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has demonstrated commendable progress, positioning itself as a leader in this
critical arena.

Understanding the Nuclear Security Index:

The Nuclear Security Index serves as a vital tool for assessing and ranking
countries based on their nuclear security measures. It evaluates various factors,
including the security of nuclear weapons, materials, and facilities, adherence to
international norms and treaties, regulatory frameworks, and the implementation
of best practices to prevent unauthorized access to nuclear assets.

In the latest iteration of the index, Pakistan has earned an upgraded ranking, a
testament to its relentless commitment to nuclear security. The country’s overall
score improved by 3 points since 2020, placing it at a score of 49 out of 100, a
remarkable leap that signifies significant advancements in securing nuclear
materials and facilities.

Pakistan’s Advancements in Nuclear Security:

Pakistan’s efforts in nuclear security have garnered recognition on the
international stage. The country’s score improvement places it at a commendable
position, notably outperforming India, Iran, and several other nations. This
improved ranking not only reflects Pakistan’s dedication to safeguarding its own
nuclear assets but also contributes to the global efforts to prevent nuclear
proliferation.

The 2023 NTI Index features distinct assessments, including a Radioactive
Source Security Assessment, which evaluates national policies and actions aimed
at securing radioactive sources and preventing the potential threat of a dirty
bomb. While this assessment does not provide rankings, it highlights the
importance of nuclear security measures across various nations.

Factors Driving Pakistan’s Progress:

The enhanced ranking in the Nuclear Security Index 2023 is a result of Pakistan’s
unwavering commitment to nuclear safety and security. The country has made
substantial strides in enhancing its domestic capacity to effectively address
nuclear security-related challenges. The establishment of the Pakistan National
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Institute of Safety and Security and the strengthening of the Pakistan Nuclear
Regulatory Authority (PNRA) are notable examples of Pakistan’s dedication to
capacity-building in this critical field.

Furthermore, Pakistan’s increased cooperation with international bodies,
including the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), underscores its
commitment to global nuclear security efforts. The visit of IAEA chief Rafael
Grossi to Pakistan and discussions on peaceful nuclear applications and climate-
related challenges exemplify Pakistan’s collaborative approach.

A Steady Path Towards Excellence:

The improved ranking in the Nuclear Security Index 2023 is a testament to
Pakistan’s progress and its proactive approach to nuclear security. Experts
highlight Pakistan’s remarkable improvement in its domestic commitments and
capacity building, as acknowledged by the report. This improvement is
particularly evident in the implementation of UNSCR 1540-related obligations
and the introduction of nuclear security legislation, showcasing Pakistan’s
dedication to non-proliferation efforts.

While Pakistan’s strides in nuclear security are commendable, experts emphasize
the need for continued engagement in international conventions and addressing
broader challenges that may impact the nation’s overall security ratings.

Conclusion:

Pakistan’s achievement of an elevated ranking in the Nuclear Security Index 2023
is a testament to the country’s commitment to nuclear security and its consistent
efforts in this crucial domain. As Pakistan rises in the ranks, its dedication
resonates both within its borders and on the global stage. The nation’s proactive
measures, collaborations, and commitment to international standards set a
promising example for responsible nuclear stewardship, contributing to a safer
and more secure world.
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